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Influence of land-use on the dynamics, quantity and composition of
the organic matter transported across estuaries
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The flux of terrigenous organic carbon across estuaries is an important and changing component

of the global carbon cycle, but it is poorly understood. It has been proposed that estuaries can act

either as a transporter of terrestrial dissolved organic carbon (DOC) to the ocean or as a reactor

system in which DOC can be buried or transformed into carbon dioxide and released to the

atmosphere. However, there is no clear understanding of the factors that drive estuaries to

behave in one way or the other. Here we present the results from a study conducted in thirteen

British estuaries which drain catchments of diverse land-uses under different hydrological

conditions. Our data show that land-use influences the composition of the dissolved organic

matter (DOM), the mixing dynamics of DOC and the quantity of DOC exported off the estuaries.

Estuaries, whose catchments are less intensively managed and represent more natural

ecosystems (average proportion of arable and (sub)-urban land-use ~12 %), contain a higher

proportion of biologically-refractory “humic-like” DOM, which is transported conservatively across

the salinity gradient. In contrast, estuaries whose catchments are more intensively managed

(average proportion of arable and (sub)-urban land-use ~32 %) contain a high fraction of “protein-

like” DOM which is transported non-conservatively, and thus suggest the existence of additions

and removal processes across the salinity gradient. Furthermore, estuaries with more intensively

managed catchments tend to export more DOC to coastal areas than they receive from rivers. Our

results indicate that future changes in land-use have the potential to alter aquatic fluxes of

terrigenous DOM and the fate of the constituent carbon.
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